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GEAR1: A Global Earthquake Activity Rate Model Constructed

from Geodetic Strain Rates and Smoothed Seismicity

by P. Bird, D. D. Jackson, Y. Y. Kagan, C. Kreemer, and R. S. Stein

Abstract Global earthquake activity rate model 1 (GEAR1) estimates the rate of
shallow earthquakes with magnitudes 6–9 everywhere on Earth. It was designed to be
reproducible and testable. Our preferred hybrid forecast is a log–linear blend of two
parent forecasts based on the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) catalog (smooth-
ing 4602 m ≥5:767 shallow earthquakes, 1977–2004) and the Global Strain Rate Map
version 2.1 (smoothing 22,415 Global Positioning System velocities), optimized to best
forecast the 2005–2012 Global CMT catalog. Strain rate is a proxy for fault stress
accumulation, and earthquakes indicate stress release, so a multiplicative blend is de-
sirable, capturing the strengths of both approaches. This preferred hybrid forecast out-
performs its seismicity and strain-rate parents; the chance that this improvement stems
from random seismicity fluctuations is less than 1%. The preferred hybrid is also tested
against the independent parts of the International Seismological Centre-Global Earth-
quake Model catalog (m ≥6:8 during 1918–1976) with similar success. GEAR1 is an
update of this preferred hybrid. Comparing GEAR1 to the Uniform California Earth-
quake Rupture Forecast Version 3 (UCERF3), net earthquake rates agree within 4% at
m ≥5:8 and at m ≥7:0. The spatial distribution of UCERF3 epicentroids most resem-
bles GEAR1 after UCERF3 is smoothed with a 30 km kernel. Because UCERF3 has
been constructed to derive useful information from fault geometry, slip rates, paleoseis-
mic data, and enhanced seismic catalogs (not used in our model), this is encouraging. To
build parametric catastrophe bonds from GEAR1, one could calculate the magnitude for
which there is a 1% (or any) annual probability of occurrence in local regions.

Online Material: Discussion of forecast-scoring metrics, tables of scoring results,
and source code and data files needed to reproduce forecast.

Introduction

Forecasting of seismicity is one of the more important
practical applications of geophysical research. Given a good
forecast, societies have an opportunity to optimize their invest-
ments in safer buildings and more resilient infrastructure; they
also have a context in which to consider offers and purchases
of insurance. Objective scoring of forecasts can advance sci-
ence by testing hypotheses about earthquake generation and
interaction (e.g., Kelleher et al., 1973; McCann et al., 1979;
Kagan and Jackson, 1991; Jackson and Kagan, 1993; Nish-
enko and Sykes, 1993). Our objective in this article is to build
a testable global reference model of the expected long-term
rates of shallow earthquakes (those with hypocentroids no
more than 70 km below sea level) as a function of space and
magnitude.

Only seismic catalogs, global plate-boundary models,
and Global Positioning System (GPS) geodetic velocities pro-
vide uniform global coverage. Despite the obvious importance
of databases of active faults in seismic-hazard studies, a com-

prehensive global inventory of active faults does not yet exist.
Few faults are well mapped, and fewer still have reliable slip
rates, geometries, and rakes needed to transform those faults
into earthquake sources. Thus, the only faults represented in
this model are the principal plate boundaries such as subduc-
tion zones and oceanic transforms, and even these are desig-
nated only as belts of straining, not as specific planes. Also,
only a global model that forecasts moderate-magnitude earth-
quakes implies a sufficient rate of shocks to meet the testing
requirement. We will demonstrate below that competing
global forecasts can be reliably ranked after only 1–8 years of
testing, provided that those forecasts have magnitude thresh-
olds of approximately 5.8–7.0, respectively.

Previous forecasts have been constructed in two funda-
mentally different ways: by smoothing of past catalog seis-
micity or by applying seismic-coupling coefficients to faults
with estimated slip rates and other zones for which the tec-
tonic deformation rates have been measured. The creation of
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a smoothed-seismicity forecast from a seismic catalog is
straightforward, though it requires careful research into
optimization of the smoothing algorithm. A strength of
smoothed-seismicity methods is that they can capture haz-
ards far from plate boundaries such as igneous intrusions and
gravity tectonics, such as the earthquakes of magnitude up to
7.4 that have occurred in Hawaii. But a weakness is that
existing catalogs are too short to include seismicity along all
plate boundaries and fault zones. Another issue is that if
small earthquakes are used to increase the sample size, in-
duced earthquakes can be included as sources; it is not yet
known whether a better forecast of large earthquakes would
be obtained by including, or omitting, this induced seismic-
ity. A further complication is that induced seismicity typi-
cally has a different time dependence than natural seismicity.

Tectonic forecasts require a reasonably complete data-
base of deforming zones (i.e., active faults with their slip
rates and/or deforming areas with their strain rates and/or
adjacent plates and their Euler vectors). They also require a
seismic catalog to calibrate the coupling coefficients that will
be used to convert fault-slip rates and/or distributed strain
rates to long-term seismicity. However, if these sources can
be grouped into a few tectonic zones of global extent, then
earthquakes accumulate rapidly in each zone, and it may be
that only a few decades of seismic catalog will suffice for
calibration of a model with a modest number of degrees of
freedom. One weakness of tectonic forecasts is their potential
to overestimate seismicity of regions where faults creep
aseismically. This is particularly important in subduction
zones, where some seismologists and geodesists believe that
there is broad diversity in the extent to which they are seis-
mically coupled, whereas others (e.g., McCaffrey, 2008)
question whether this is measurable with present datasets.

One recent development in tectonic forecasting is the
incorporation of relative plate rotations and GPS-derived
interseismic velocities. Such velocity-based tectonic models
(e.g., Bird, 2009; Field et al., 2013) impose kinematic com-
patibility on their faults and zones of straining, reducing the
risk that incomplete information about one fault, or one
benchmark, will result in incorrect seismicity forecasts.

Some forecasts and hazard models use a spatial com-
posite approach, in which the well-known faults are explic-
itly represented by traces, dips, and slip rates; but other de-
formation is approximated by distributed sources derived
from smoothed seismicity. The recent Uniform California
Earthquake Rupture Forecast Version 3 (UCERF3) by Field
et al. (2013) is such a forecast.

Several groups have begun to pursue what they have
called hybrid, mixture, or ensemble approaches, in which
two or more forecasts are combined to forecast the earth-
quake rate in every spatial cell (rather than partitioning space
as in a spatial-composite forecast). Rhoades and Gersten-
berger (2009) proposed a linear combination of two time-
dependent models. Bird, Kagan, and Jackson (2010) gave a
preview of global linear and log–linear hybrids of smoothed-
seismicity and tectonic components, with encouraging retro-

spective test results. Marzocchi et al. (2012) proposed a
Bayesian method for creating a linear-combination ensemble
of existing forecasts with optimized weights and applied it to
six existing Regional Earthquake Likelihood Models
(RELMs) for the southern California region (Field, 2007;
Schorlemmer et al., 2010). Rhoades et al. (2013, 2014) com-
bined these same RELMs into many multiplicative hybrid
models and found a greater improvement with multiplicative
mixing than with linear combinations; prospective testing of
these hybrids is planned at the Collaboratory for the Study of
Earthquake Predictability (CSEP). Taroni et al. (2013) dis-
cuss four methods for linearly combining global forecasts,
as well as some reservations concerning available tests.

In this project, we combine only two parent forecasts
into a variety of hybrid forecasts. The smoothed-seismicity
parent forecast (or “Seismicity” for brevity) is a global fore-
cast, on a 0:1° × 0:1° grid, of shallow earthquakes with scalar
moment M >1017:7 N·m, based on Global Centroid
Moment Tensor (CMT) shallow seismicity (Ekström et al.,
2012, and references therein) during 1977–2004, computed
by the methods of Kagan and Jackson (1994, 2000, 2011).
Basically, each epicentroid point with magnitude above the
threshold is convolved with a previously optimized generic
smoothing kernel, and the results are summed to produce a
map of forecast shallow earthquake rates (above the same
threshold). Each smoothing kernel is a product of functions
of radius, source earthquake magnitude, and azimuth. As a
function of radius, the smoothing kernel is that of equation (3)
in Kagan and Jackson (2011), with radial distance parameter
rs � 6 km. The overall amplitude of each smoothing kernel is
a linear function of source earthquake magnitude, so larger
events are considered to forecast greater future seismicity.
Also, because each Global CMT centroid includes two pos-
sible fault planes, each smoothing kernel is anisotropic, with
greater future seismicity forecast along the inferred strikes of
the possible faults. There is no time dependence in this long-
term forecast, and all earthquakes in the source catalog (in-
cluding possible aftershocks) are equally important, regardless
of their sequence. A minimum or background level of intra-
plate seismicity, integrating to 1% of total shallow seismicity,
is uniformly distributed. This Seismicity parent forecast is
shown in Figure 1a.

Our second parent forecast is a tectonic forecast (or
“Tectonics” for short) based on version 2.1 of the Global
Strain Rate Map (GSRM2.1) of Kreemer et al. (2014). This
strain-rate map was based on plate tectonic concepts and
22,415 interseismic GPS velocities. Thus, it can be the basis
for a self-consistent velocity-based forecast. It was converted
by Bird and Kreemer (2015) to a long-term tectonic forecast
of seismicity using the Seismic Hazard Inferred from Tecton-
ics (SHIFT) hypotheses presented by Bird and Liu (2007).
The specific algorithm is very similar to that which Bird,
Kreemer, and Holt (2010) used to create an earlier global
tectonic forecast from GSRM (v.1). Basically, each strain-
rate tensor is converted to a long-term seismic moment rate
by multiplication with the elastic shear modulus, the grid-cell
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area, a dimensionless geometric factor, and a depth param-
eter called the coupled seismogenic thickness. This coupled
thickness value is taken from the “most comparable class” of
plate boundary in previous published compilations. Then, the

seismic moment rate is converted to earthquake rates by tak-
ing the normalized frequency–magnitude distribution of the
same most comparable class of plate boundary as a model.
The algorithmic innovations of Bird and Kreemer (2015) are
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Figure 1. Two parent forecasts with threshold magnitudem 5:767�. (a) Seismicity parent forecast for years 2005+ (Mercator projection).
The logarithmic shaded scale shows the rate density of epicentroids corresponding to shallow (≤70 km) hypocentroids, in units of
km−2 year−1. (b) Tectonics parent forecast for years 2005+. Conventions are as in part (a), with identical scale, and it is equal to the
SHIFT-GSRM2f model of Bird and Kreemer (2015), except that its original spatial grid of 0:25° × 0:20° cells is here resampled to a finer
0:1° × 0:1° grid. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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that (1) spatial smoothing was applied to the activity (both
strain rate and seismicity) of offshore plate boundaries, and
(2) velocity dependence of seismic coupling in subduction
zones and continental convergent boundaries (Bird et al.,
2009) was included. This forecast (Fig. 1b) was originally
created on a global grid of 0:25° × 0:20° cells but has been
resampled on a 0:1° × 0:1° grid for this project. Numerical
smoothing due to resampling was minimal because 80% of
the values transfer unchanged (when expressed as epicent-
roid rate densities in m−2 s−1), and the other 20% are simple
equally weighted averages of the values in two adjacent cells
within one row.

Both our two parent forecasts (discussed above) and our
hybrid forecasts (discussed below) share a common feature:
they are forecasts of total seismicity, with no use of declus-
tering and no distinction between mainshocks and after-
shocks. This feature is motivated by the lack of in situ
physical distinctions between these two classes, by the lack
of community agreement on an optimal declustering scheme,
and by consideration of likely misclassifications that would
result from catalog boundaries in space, time, and magni-
tude. We concede that this departure from the RELM tradition
(Schorlemmer and Gerstenberger, 2007) may also have dis-
advantages, although the only one now apparent is the need
for caution in the selection of testing algorithms,Ⓔ as detailed
in our electronic supplement.

Hybrid Forecasts

The forecasts discussed in this article do not include any
explicit time dependence. (However, forecasts prepared
using different calibration time windows will differ slightly
as a result.). All forecasts have only a single depth bin: hy-
pocentroids no more than 70 km below sea level. In the form
that we will retrospectively test (below), they have only a
single magnitude bin: all earthquakes at or above a magni-
tude threshold, without distinction. All forecast rate densities
are expressed on a common global grid of 0:1° × 0:1° cells,
are uniform within each cell, and are discontinuous at cell
boundaries. We will refer to the Seismicity parent forecast as
an 1800 × 3600 matrix of positive numbers Sij, which gives
the forecast rate density of shallow earthquake epicentroids
in the cell at row i and column j of this grid, in units of
m−2 s−1. (Because we use seismicity rate density, the values
are laterally smooth near the poles instead of becoming very
small as they would if we tabulated expected earthquake
numbers.) We will refer to the Tectonics parent forecast as
matrix Tij and to the hybrid forecast as matrixHij. The rough
or initial version of each hybrid H″

ij is produced by parallel
numerical operations on all corresponding pairs of Seismic-
ity ( ~S) and Tectonics ( ~T) cells, without any lateral inter-
actions between neighboring cells.

Another simplification in the first phases of this study
was that we scaled the Seismicity forecast to have the same
global earthquake rate as the Tectonics forecast, before
combining them. That is, both parent forecasts followed the

global frequency–magnitude curve of the Tectonics forecast,
which in turn was based on the union of different tapered
Gutenberg–Richter distributions (Bird and Kagan, 2004) for
different plate-boundary analogs. This approach is not nec-
essarily the best for scaling to higher threshold magnitudes;
and, in a later section below, we will propose a potentially
more accurate (but more complex) solution. However, be-
cause the algorithms that we will use for scoring forecasts
are insensitive to overall forecast earthquake rate, this choice
of scaling method has little or no effect on our test results.

To obtain the final form Hij of each hybrid forecast, we
apply two regularizing transformations, the second of which
introduces some weak lateral interaction. First, we require
that every cell of every hybrid has a positive value, no less
than a minimum epicentroid-rate-density value f, which we
have chosen as f � inf�inf�Sij�; inf�Tij��, in which inf
stands for infimum (the lesser, as in the intrinsic MIN func-
tion of FORTRAN)

H′

ij � sup�H″

ij; f� �1�
and sup stands for supremum (the greater, as in the intrinsic
MAX function of FORTRAN). Second, we normalize the
global integral of the forecast to a desired global shallow
earthquake rate R while preserving minimum seismicity
density f by a linear transformation:

Hij � f� �H′

ij − f��R−Gf�=��
XX

H′

ijAj�−Gf�; �2�

in which Ai is the area of each cell in row i, and G � 4πr2 �
3600ΣAi is the area of the Earth based on a spherical
approximation with radius r. We will abbreviate this second
step by representing it as an application of a normalizing
forecast operation H � N�H′�, and we abbreviate the result
of both regularizing steps by Hij � N�sup�H″

ij; f��. For all
retrospective tests, the global earthquake rate R imposed
by the N� � operator was chosen to be the same as that of
both parent forecasts.

One traditional hybrid is a weighted linear combination
of S and T:

Hij � N�supf�c Sij � �1 − c�Tij�; fg�; �3�
in which c is to be determined. Linear mixing of forecasts
can be justified by either of two arguments: (1) the two
parent forecasts can be regarded as expressing alternative
measurements of the same underlying process, possibly with
different error sources, or (2) seismicity can be regarded as the
sum of two independent components, which are described by
the Seismicity and Tectonics parent forecasts, respectively.
Marzocchi et al. (2012) presented a complex algorithm that
could be used to estimate c. However, because there is only
one parameter to optimize, we prefer to create and test alter-
native hybrids using multiple values of c.

Another possible view might be that the two parent fore-
casts capture independent prerequisites for seismicity: there
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must be a continuing energy source for lithospheric deforma-
tion (some of which is elastic), and there must also be trigger-
ing by sudden stress changes (either static or dynamic) due to
nearby earthquakes to start a new earthquake rupture. Proba-
bility theory predicts that the chance of an event requiring two
independent preconditions is proportional to the product of
their two separate probabilities. Also, when space–time discre-
tization is fine enough so that all probabilities are much less
than unity, then rates are proportional to probabilities. There-
fore, it is plausible to suppose that earthquake rates might be
proportional to the product of two precondition probabilities
that might be captured in the Seismicity and Tectonics forecast
maps, respectively. In this view, it is more appropriate to multi-
ply the S and T estimates:

Hij � Nfsup��Sdij ·T�1−d�
ij �; f�g �4�

or, equivalently,

Hij � Nfsup��10�d log S��1−d� logT��; f�g; �5�
in which d is an exponent to be determined. This set of hybrids
will be called log–linear hybrids. Note that d � 0:5 gives the
geometric mean of Seismicity and Tectonics forecasts. We
only considered exponents that sum to unity because the
parent forecasts have each already been optimized to contain
the proper dynamic range of seismicity densities, and we want
all log–linear hybrids to share this property.

Finally, it is possible that both the Seismicity and
Tectonics forecasts underestimate the true rates in different
localities, so taking the larger of the two in every cell might
more successfully forecast future earthquakes. For example,
the Tectonics forecast might underestimate seismicity in
regions of volcanism and landslides that lie in plate interiors,
like Hawaii. The Seismicity forecast may seriously under-
estimate the future seismicity of those plate-boundary seg-
ments that happened not to have any large earthquakes
during the learning period. Therefore, one additional hybrid
selects the greater of the Seismicity or Tectonics forecasts:

Hij � N�sup�Sij; Tij��: �6�

All hybrid models we produce use weights that are
global and independent of magnitude. Both spatially variable
weighting and magnitude-dependent weighting could be
considered in the future. The great difficulty lies in testing
the value of such additional degrees of freedom; if they only
affect forecast rates of very rare earthquakes (i.e., either at
high magnitudes or in plate interiors), they are likely to re-
main untestable for centuries.

Retrospective Testing against Earthquakes of
2005–2012

The ideal way to evaluate success of forecasts is pro-
spective testing by independent authorities, such as the CSEP.
However, because we intend to select a preferred model

based on subtle differences seen in 8 year retrospective tests,
it could take a similar number of years to get definitive con-
firmation or refutation of our selection. Also, to justify the
effort of independent prospective testing, models generally
should demonstrate success in retrospective tests as a neces-
sary (but not sufficient) condition. Thus, we begin with retro-
spective tests. Of course, the largest 2005–2012 earthquakes
are known to those who created the model, and this opens the
door to subtle biases. The tests we perform here might be
called pseudoprospective because we test models that were
created without using those years of the seismic catalog that
will be used for testing. However, we permit the use of other
kinds of data, such as GPS velocities, that were collected dur-
ing the test years. This is because we use the GPS data to infer
the secular or long-term process, and the most recent data
tend to be more accurate, permit the use of longer time series,
and are more geographically complete.

The primary test catalog we use is the full Global CMT
catalog (Ekström et al., 2012, and references therein). It
gives the location of the centroid (also known as the hypo-
centroid), which is the point source best representing the
low-frequency and permanent offsets due to one earthquake.
For planar faults, this (hypo)centroid is typically located in
the middle of the slip distribution. We refer to the overlying
surface point as the epicentroid. Global CMT is the catalog
that was used for calibration in the Tectonics forecast and as
a basis for smoothing in the Seismicity forecast. Prior studies
have shown it to be relatively complete above scalar seismic
moment M � 1017:7 N·m (Kagan, 2003). In this article, we
use the moment (M)-to-magnitude (m) conversion of the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS),

m � �2=3��log10�M� − 9:05�; �7�

while noting that some other authors and authorities used
slightly different formulas and that some authors preferred
the symbols M0 for scalar moment and Mw for magnitude.
Under conversion (7), M � 1017:7 N·m corresponds to mo-
ment magnitude m � 5:767.

The Global CMT test period we use is 2005–2012 inclu-
sive, or eight full years. This yields 1694 shallow (≤70 km)
test earthquakes (Fig. 2a) but leaves the prior ∼78% of the
Global CMT catalog available for calibration and learning
along each forecasting branch. Also, this test window postdates
the calibration study of Bird and Kagan (2004), who used years
1977–2003 of the Global CMT catalog to determine boundary
half-widths, coupled thicknesses, corner magnitudes, and
asymptotic spectral slopes (β of Bird and Kagan, 2004) of dif-
ferent kinds of plate-boundary seismicity; all of these determi-
nations are employed in the Tectonics forecast under test here.

The forecast-scoring metrics that we have used include the
information scores I0 (specificity) and I1 (success) of Kagan
(2009) and the space statistic S of Zechar et al. (2010).Ⓔ The
reasons for selecting these metrics, as well as a general discus-
sion of their algorithms and characteristics, can be found in the
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Discussion of Forecast-Scoring Metrics section in the elec-
tronic supplement to this article.

Because we will give the greatest weight to the I1
(success) scores of the hybrid models when we choose the

preferred hybrid, an informal overview of this metric may
be appropriate here. I1 is the mean (over all test earth-
quakes) of the information gain (expressed as a number
of binary bits, including fractional bits) of the forecast

Figure 2. Preferred hybrid forecasts for threshold magnitude m 5:767�, both with and without overlay of test earthquakes. (a) Preferred
hybrid forecastH� (log–linear, with exponent d � 0:6 on Seismicity) for years 2005+ compared with 1694 shallow test earthquakes from the
Global Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) catalog years 2005–2012. For test earthquakes ofm >6, the focal mechanism is shown on the lower
focal hemisphere. Scores from this comparison (and many others) are shown inⒺ Table S1 and Figure 3. (b) Global earthquake activity rate
model 1 (GEAR1) forecast (preferred hybridH�, updated to end-2013) for years 2014 and after (Mercator projection). The logarithmic shaded
scale shows the rate density of epicentroids corresponding to shallow (≤70 km) hypocentroids, in units of km−2 year−1. The color version of
this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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under test, using the forecast relative probability of the spa-
tial cell into which the epicentroid of the test earthquake
falls. The reference model (for defining information gain)
has equal seismicity spread uniformly across the globe.
Both the forecast under test and the reference model are ex-
pressed as maps of conditional probability of the (longi-
tude, latitude) location of the next test epicentroid, with
spatial integrals of unity; therefore, the overall rate of earth-
quake forecast is not a factor in any I1 score—only the qual-
ity of its map pattern is important. In our work, we have
typically found that the contributions to I1 from individual
test earthquakes range from about −5:8 (when the test earth-
quake is a surprise earthquake in a plate interior) to about
�10:5 (when the test earthquake occurs in one of the most
seismic subduction zones). Mean I1 scores (averaged over
all test earthquakes during the test time window) range from
about 3.4 to 4.3 for the models rated here. Thus, the best
results we discuss have mean forecast earthquake probabil-
ities (in the cells containing the actual test earthquakes) that
are about 2�4:3−3:4� � 20:9 � 1:866 times higher (87%
higher) than in the worst results. Yet, even the worst model
is better by a mean factor of 23:4 � 10:6 than pure igno-
rance. Ⓔ The S-statistic that we discuss and present in
our electronic supplement uses a totally different algorithm,
but we found that it gave similar or identical rankings of our
hybrid forecasts. In contrast, the I0 (specificity) metric of
Kagan (2009) is an abstract measure of the potential infor-
mation gain of a forecast, computed without regard to (e.g.,
perhaps in advance of) any test earthquakes.

The threshold magnitude for our preferred test is the
estimated catalog completeness threshold of m ≥5:767
(Kagan, 2003; note our equation 7), because this yields the
greatest number of test earthquakes (1695) and therefore the

greatest statistical power. Ⓔ We will abbreviate this thresh-
old as m 5:767� in the supplementary tables (Tables S1 and
S2) and in discussions. But, it is also important to learn
whether the forecasts perform equally well for larger, more
damaging earthquakes. Therefore, we also perform parallel
tests on forecasts prepared using moment threshold
M ≥3:548 × 1019 N·m (magnitude threshold m ≥7:00, or
m 7�). Unfortunately, at this level there are only 90 test
earthquakes available, and the statistical power of these tests
is much lower. Testing at higher thresholds (e.g., m 8� or
m 9�) will not be meaningful for at least a century, even
for the globe as a whole.

Ⓔ Results of all measures of forecast success and speci-
ficity for these Global CMT tests are shown in Table S1. The
variations of I0 (specificity) and I1 (success) scores for all
linear-combination and log–linear models are shown in
Figure 3. Four broad conclusions are apparent fromⒺ Table
S1 and Figure 3:

1. Each method of hybridization we tried resulted in hybrids
that score better than the parent forecasts. This is true
whether we measure success by I1 or S. We suspect this oc-
curs because our two parent forecasts are very different and
reflect nearly independent approaches to forecasting seis-
micity, with substantially uncorrelated biases and errors.

2. The log–linear mixing method produced the most
successful hybrid, which was the one with d � 0:6; that
is, exponent of 0.6 on the Seismicity component and
exponent of 0.4 on the Tectonics component. This pre-
ferred hybrid will be referred to as H� below. We suspect
that multiplicative mixing outperformed linear mixing
because our two parent forecasts capture independent re-
quirements for seismicity: secular accumulation of elastic
strain (Tectonics forecast) and time-specific triggering or
advancement of slip instabilities (Seismicity forecast).
Future prospective testing will be the best way to deter-
mine whether a log–linear hybrid is always superior to a
linear hybrid; we do not claim this as a definitive result.

3. The success of H� at threshold m 5:767� seems to hold
up as the threshold is raised tom 7�. (Its S-statistic drops
from 0.97 to 0.59, but the latter result is still excellent.)
Naturally, the higher-magnitude results are less definitive
due to the limited number of test earthquakes. Still, this
encourages us to propose H� as a viable candidate model
for higher magnitudes, even though forecasts for thresh-
old magnitudes m 8� and m 9� cannot be conclusively
tested with current catalogs.

4. Hybridization by any of the three methods we tested re-
sults in lower specificity (I0) of the hybrid forecast, com-
pared to the parents. This is natural, as each parent
forecast predicts moderate seismicity in a few regions that
are at the intraplate-background level in the other fore-
cast. The loss of specificity is less with log–linear mixing
than with the other two methods we tried. The specificity
I0 of H� is 3.801 for m 5:767�, which is only slightly
less than the 3.829 specificity of its Seismicity parent.
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Figure 3. Success I1 and specificity I0 of both linear and log–
linear hybrid models as a function of mixing parameter c or d, in
tests against the Global CMT catalog for years 2005–2012 at thresh-
old m 5:767�. Both of these I information scores were defined by
Kagan (2009). The preferred hybrid model H� is indicated by a
solid hexagon. The color version of this figure is available only
in the electronic edition.
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In selecting our preferred hybrid model (H�), we gave
primary weight to the I1 success scores, which measure the
mean (over all test epicentroids) number of binary bits of
information gain from using this forecast instead of a spa-
tially uniform null forecast: this was about 4.2 bits at both
thresholds. We note that H� also has the highest S-statistic
in each set of tests (0.971 for m 5:767�, 0.59 for m 7�).
Specificity I0 was not a selection criterion, because specific-
ity exceeding success is not particularly desirable and sug-
gests some systematic problem with a forecast. However, we
see (Ⓔ Table S1) that very little specificity was sacrificed in
preferring H� relative to the Seismicity parent forecast.

Significance of Hybrid Improvement

An important question is whether the improvement we
have obtained through hybridization is significant, consider-
ing the inherent time variability of forecast scores. Can we
show, in advance of prospective testing, that our identifica-
tion of the best model is likely to be stable and, therefore, that
our preferred model H� is truly superior? Actually, it is not
very helpful just to estimate the variance of each test metric
individually; it is more useful to know their correlations and
the statistics of their differences. Here we argue that the dif-
ference is significant, based on the small amount of time his-
tory available to us and a simple scaling argument. We focus
on I1 success, because it is the simpler measure to interpret.
First, we look at the year-to-year behavior of the critical
score difference and estimate its standard deviation based on
eight test windows of 1 year length. Then, we consider how
standard deviations of scores are expected to scale with the
length of the test window; for this, we appeal both to theory
and to the 36 year Global CMT history of retrospective suc-
cess of the Tectonics parent. This leads to model standard
deviations for our identified improvements in 8-year I1 tests
and thus to an educated guess as to their significance.

Ⓔ Table S2 shows the time history through 2005–2012
of I1 success scores of the preferred hybrid H� and of
the previous best parent forecast (Seismicity). These
annual tests with threshold m 5:767� used an average of
212 earthquakes per test. The time history of the difference
I1�H�� − I1�S� had a mean of 0.294 and a sample standard
deviation of 0.087 across these 1 year tests. The sample cor-
relation coefficient of the I1 successes of these two forecasts
is 0.958. This happens because some years (e.g., 2008) had
several (4 ∼ 5) unexpected intraplate earthquakes that low-
ered the scores of both models, whereas other years (e.g.,
2011) had only ∼1 intraplate earthquake but many earth-
quakes on known plate boundaries, which both models cor-
rectly forecast. This finding is encouraging, because it
suggests that meaningful distinctions between competing
models can be made after brief tests. For example, if the
long-term average of the difference I1�H�� − I1�S� is ac-
tually 0.294, as we currently estimate, and if this difference
has a normal distribution with standard deviation 0.087
across 1 year tests, then the chance of finding a negative

difference (i.e., preferring the other model) in any future
1 year test would be less than 0.1%, because such a result
would be more than three apparent standard deviations from
the apparent mean of the difference.

If the threshold is raised to m 7� so that there are only
∼11 earthquakes per test, then all results are more variable and
uncertain. The eight 1 year tests on the right side of Ⓔ Ta-
ble S2 show that standard deviations of the I1 scores of these
two competing models rise by factors of 2.3 and 3.1, respec-
tively, and the standard deviation of their difference rises by a
factor of 3.6 to 0.32. Still, the correlation of I1�H�� with I1�S�
remains high, at 0.947. Consequently, the sign of the score
difference I1�H�� − I1�S� only reversed in one of the eight
years. Formally, we can estimate that, if the long-term mean
score difference is actually 0.47, and its standard deviation is
actually 0.32 across multiple 1 year tests, then we would ex-
pect to see a preference for the Seismicity model (relative to
the hybrid H�) in just 7% of 1 year tests at threshold m 7�.

The I1 scores in Ⓔ Table S1 are even more reliable for
indicating relative model quality, because they are all from
8 year tests. We can estimate the improvement in certainty by
estimating how the standard deviations of score differences
scale with the number of years in the test. One might suppose
that the standard deviation of any test metric (or difference
in metrics) should scale in proportion to N−1=2, in which N
is the number of test earthquakes. Of course, this can only
be proven under the assumption that earthquakes are inde-
pendent. Also, scaling with number of earthquakes can only
be translated into scaling with number of years if earth-
quakes occur at a constant global rate. Therefore, the simple
hypothesis that standard deviations of test metrics should
scale as W−1=2, in which W is the length of the test time
window, needs to be checked. Figure 4 displays the stan-
dard deviation of the I1 success of the Tectonic parent fore-
cast over the whole Global CMT period of 1977–2012; to
obtain these small-sample standard deviations the 36 year
history was subdivided many times, into shorter windows
withW � 1; 2; 3;…9 year, and these windows were created
using every possible start year. (To obtain these bootstrap
estimates, we overlook the slight circularity of testing the
Tectonics forecast against some of the same earthquakes
that were used to calibrate its five zonal seismicity correc-
tion factors, as described by Bird and Kreemer, 2015.) In
fact, W−1=2 scaling seems consistent with our results. This
was expected based on the result in Kagan (2009; his fig. 3),
using simulated catalogs rather than real ones, that the I1
score is a random variable for which the distribution is close
to a normal distribution.

Based on this scaling, we estimate that the standard de-
viations of the critical score difference I1�H�� − I1�S� over
multiple future 8 year tests should be 0.031 at threshold
m 5:767� and 0.11 at threshold m 7�. This means that the
hybrid improvements in I1 that we found in 8 year tests (Ⓔ
Table S1) have signal-to-noise ratios of 9.5 (at threshold
m 5:767�) and 4.3 (at m 7�).
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Finally, we are able to assess the statistical significance
of hybrid improvement, using first the physical sciences and
then the statistical meaning of that term. Fortunately, both
communities share some common concepts and vocabulary.
Our null hypothesis is that the preferred hybrid H� is no
better than the parent Seismicity forecast according to the
I1 metric. Our complementary hypothesis is that H� is better
than the Seismicity forecast according to the I1 metric. The
p value is the model’s chance of obtaining the actual signal-
to-noise ratio (or a higher one) if the null hypothesis were
correct; it is obtained from the Gaussian cumulative distribu-
tion function (with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1)
when the independent variable is the negative of the signal-
to-noise ratio, so in this case p � 1 × 10−21 (at m 5:767�)
and p � 8:5 × 10−6 (at m 7�). The complement of the
p-value is �1 − p�.

In physical sciences usage, “statistical significance” is a
positive real number, expressed using any of three popular
metrics: signal-to-noise ratio, p-value, or the complement of
the p-value (often described as percent confidence). The sig-
nificance level is considered to be p. Therefore we can say, in
physical science usage, that there is more than 99% confi-
dence that the hybrid improvement is real, at either magni-
tude threshold.

In statistical usage, statistical significance is limited to
the logical values “true” or “false.” To determine which is
appropriate requires a preselected significance level based
on community standards. For purposes of illustration, let

us select α � 0:01. Then, the statistical significance of
hybrid improvement is true at either threshold, because both
p-values are less than α.

Retrospective Testing against Earthquakes of
1918–1976

Storchak et al. (2012) released the International
Seismological Centre-Global Earthquake Model (ISC-GEM)
catalog, which is a comprehensive revision of the long-
standing ISC catalog. Their work included consultation of
original sources; inclusion of more phases; uniform reloca-
tion of all earthquakes with a single modern algorithm; and
assignment of moment magnitude (m) to every event, either
through review of the literature or by use of regression rela-
tions. This new catalog is believed to be relatively complete
for moment thresholdM ≥1:778 × 1019 N·m (m 6:8�) from
1918 onward (Michael, 2014; Di Giacomo et al., 2015). In
those years that predate the routine production of Global
CMT solutions (1918–1976), there are 881 shallow earth-
quakes of m 6:8� in this catalog that we have not previously
used, either for model construction or for testing. We take
this opportunity to assess whether the hybrid improvements
that we demonstrated in the previous sections are specific to
the last decade and to the Global CMT catalog or if they are
more universal.

Parent and hybrid models were prepared for threshold
m 6:8� but otherwise prepared in exactly the same ways
as for the previous tests. That is, the catalog-calibration win-
dow for both parents was Global CMT 1977–2004.

Ⓔ Table S3 gives all of these test results. The patterns
we see are almost identical to those from m 7� tests against
Global CMT 2005–2012 (Ⓔ Table S1), except that these
tests have more statistical power due to 10 times as many
test earthquakes and that the I1 successes and S-statistics are
generally lower. As before, we find that (1) both parent fore-
casts have comparable success; (2) all hybrid forecasts per-
form better than either parent, with a maximum improvement
of �0:4 in I1; (3) log–linear hybrids perform best; (4) the
best log–linear hybrid is a relatively even blend of Tectonics
and Seismicity forecasts; and (5) the loss of I0 specificity for
the H� preferred hybrid, relative to the Seismicity parent,
is small.

These results are important because they demonstrate
that the value of each parent forecast, and the improvement
in hybrid mixtures, is relatively independent of time and
technology. The generally lower level of I1 success scores
(offset by −0:4) and S-statistics (offset by −0:23) compared
to the Global CMT 2005–2012 tests inⒺ Table S1 can prob-
ably be attributed to two causes: (1) There are less accurate
epicenters, depths, and magnitudes in the ISC-GEM catalog.
Even though events have been relocated with modern algo-
rithms, errors in phase-arrival times due to analog recording
and/or clock drift in the period 1918–1976 are much more
difficult to correct. Also, accurate magnitude estimation is
difficult with narrowband seismometers and (in the early
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Figure 4. Small-sample standard deviations (diamonds) of the
success of the Tectonics forecast σ�I1�T�� as a function of test win-
dow length W in the range of 1–9 years, based on multiple subdi-
visions (with reuse) of Global CMT catalog years 1977–2012. The
dashed line with slope −1=2 appears consistent with these bootstrap
experimental results. There are two points at W � 2 years, three
points at W � 3 years, etc., because these longer windows can
be defined usingW different start years. The number of scores com-
pared to compute each sample standard deviation decreases with
increasingW, from 36 down to 3 or 4, which explains the increasing
scatter of these sample standard deviations. The color version of this
figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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decades) with nonstandard seismometers. (2) The Seismicity
parent forecast gets less help from long-running aftershock
sequences when the test window is longer.

Scaling the Seismicity Parent Forecast to
High Magnitudes

The previous discussion has focused entirely on testing
and optimizing the map patterns of forecasts at those mod-
erate magnitudes where test earthquakes are abundant. Yet,
the high-resolution global forecast template of CSEP requires
estimation of earthquake rate maps at thresholds up to
m 8:95�. Also, the GEM Foundation has a goal of building
global seismic hazard and risk models that will require
similar high-magnitude rate estimates. Computation of a pre-
ferred hybrid forecast H� for a high-threshold magnitude
requires that we have corresponding versions of both parent
forecasts. Because the high-magnitude scaling of the Tecton-
ics forecast is already defined (Bird and Kreemer, 2015),
it remains to specify how the Seismicity parent forecast will
be extrapolated to high magnitudes. To reduce artifacts and
problems, it is important to take account of the different cor-
ner magnitudes mc (which locate the rolloffs of frequency
−magnitude curves) in different tectonic settings (Bird et al.,
2002; Bird and Kagan, 2004; Kagan et al., 2010).

A straightforward way to incorporate this information is
to scale the local (per-cell) epicentroid rate densities, from
the original Seismicity forecast with threshold mt � 5:767
to a higher threshold m (e.g., 8), by use of the G factor from
the tapered Gutenberg–Richter frequency–moment relation:

Sij�m�
Sij�mt�

� G�m;mt; mc; β�

�
�
M�m�
M�mt�

�
exp

�
M�mt� −M�m�

M�mc�

�
; �8�

in which the Sij�m� are per-cell shallow earthquake rate den-
sities (in m−2 ·s−1) above magnitude m; M�m� is the scalar
moment associated (by conversion 7) with magnitude m; mc

is the corner magnitude in the cell, and β is the asymptotic
spectral slope of the frequency–moment relation (form ≪ mc)
in the same cell (Jackson and Kagan, 1999; Kagan and Jack-
son, 2000; Bird and Kagan, 2004).

We first implemented scaling (equation 8) using the
maximum-likelihood corner magnitudes (6:79 ∼ 8:75) and
spectral slopes (0:639 ∼ 0:767) of the five tectonic zones
in table 1 of Kagan et al. (2010), together with the tectonic
zone map of the same article. After a number of experiments,
we decided to moderate this simplistic application of tectonic
zonation in five ways: (1) We raised the corner magnitude of
zone 4 (trench) to 9.5, based on later research of Kagan and
Jackson (2013). This value is also more consistent with re-
sults of Bird and Kagan (2004); yet it still falls within the
uncertainty of Kagan et al. (2010). (2) We merged tectonic
zone 0 (intraplate) with tectonic zone 1 (active continent) us-
ing weighted averages mc � 7:72 and β � 0:645 in their

union to eliminate artifacts that had been appearing along
the 0/1 zone boundaries during extrapolation. These two
mean values are within the uncertainty ranges of the four un-
merged estimates in Kagan et al. (2010). (3) We spatially
smoothed the map of zone-based corner magnitude and the
map of zone-based spectral slope to eliminate remaining dis-
continuities; this smoothing is done by convolution with an
isotropic Gaussian kernel of scale length 200 km. (4) We ap-
plied a constant stretching factor to variations from the mean
within each smoothed map to restore their original standard
deviations. (Before smoothing, corner magnitudes had an
area-weighted mean of 7.806 and standard deviation of
0.463; smoothing reduced this standard deviation to 0.322;
amplification of remaining variations by a factor of 1.439
brought the standard deviation back to 0.463.) (5) During
extrapolation of the Seismicity forecast to high magnitudes,
we applied the extrapolated epicentroid rate density of the
united zone 0/1 (outside the halos of any catalog earth-
quakes) as a lower limit on the forecast epicentroid rate
density of all cells. This is to recognize the possibility of oc-
casional energetic ruptures on new faults, even in the vicinity
of old plate boundaries. It also limits the dynamic range of
the extrapolated forecast to be more similar to the dynamic
range of the forecast for m 5:767�, which was previously
optimized and which we have tested. Ⓔ Details of this al-
gorithm are contained in the source code provided as an elec-
tronic supplement to this article. Figure 5 shows an example
of a Seismicity parent forecast (for years 2005+) extrapolated
to m 8� by these methods.

The extrapolated Seismicity parent forecast is now in rea-
sonable agreement with the frequency–magnitude statistics of
global catalogs (Table 1). However, this exercise highlighted
the importance of both the corner magnitude we apply in zone
4 (trench) and the generic frequency–magnitude curve that we
assumed for all zones. Greatm 9� earthquakes are rare (a few
per century), and the rate difference, if we accept mc � 9:5,
between a straight line Gutenberg–Richter frequency–
magnitude distribution and a tapered Gutenberg–Richter dis-
tribution seems small. As calculated previously (Jackson and
Kagan, 2012; Kagan and Jackson, 2013), the global rate of
m 10� events is 0.057 per century or 0.21 per century for the
gamma distribution or tapered Gutenberg–Richter distribu-
tion, respectively. But, it increases to 0.57 per century for the
classical straight-line Gutenberg–Richter law. We recognize
the desirability of further research and testing regarding these
issues.

Global Earthquake Activity Rate Model

Earlier in this article, we established that the best-
performing hybridH� in the most powerful retrospective test
(against shallow Global CMT earthquakes, m 5:767�, in
2005–2012) was the log–linear hybrid (equations 4 and 5)
with exponent of d � 0:6 on the Seismicity component. This
gives us a basis for proposing a global reference model that
presently appears optimal, at least for those moderate
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magnitudes for which testing is currently meaningful. How-
ever, the earthquake rates of the two parent forecasts diverge
slightly at high threshold magnitudes; thus, we must also
specify a choice regarding the combination of these two fore-
casts of the global shallow earthquake rate (RS from Seismic-
ity; RT from Tectonics) for m >5:767. By analogy with the
formula that determines the map pattern of H�, we choose
the global rate formula:

RH� �m >5:767� � R0:6
S �m� × R0:4

T �m�: �9�

Up until this point, we have illustrated, tested, and
discussed models based on Global CMT catalog years
1977–2004, which left the years 2005–2012 (and 1918–1976)
available for testing. To improve our preferred model in ad-
vance of prospective testing, it is also important to make use
of all available years in the modern broadband digital seismol-
ogy catalog. Thus, we recomputed both parent forecasts, Seis-
micity and Tectonics, and the preferred hybridH� based on all
available complete Global CMT years: 1977–2013. One
change was that RGlobal CMT�5:767� based on 1977–2013 is
6.5% higher than the rate based on 1977–2004 (Fig. 2) be-
cause of the rate increase of 26.7% that occurred at the end of
2004. Another change was that local maxima in forecast seis-
micity appear near large earthquakes of 2005–2013 because
of the influence of the updated Seismicity parent forecast.

This update of our preferred hybrid model H�, with
RH� m >5:767� � based on equation (9) above, is named
global earthquake activity rate model 1 (GEAR1). Figures 2b
and 6 show maps of this model at thresholds of m 5:767�
and m 8�, respectively. As threshold magnitude rises above
the calibration level of m 5:767�, GEAR1 global earthquake
rates forecast for the future match the past instrumental
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Figure 5. Extrapolation of the Seismicity parent forecast (from Fig. 1a, for years 2005+) to threshold m 8�. Epicentroid rate density of
each cell was extrapolated with the tapered Gutenberg–Richter frequency–magnitude distribution (equation 8) using corner magnitudes and
spectral slopes based on table 1 of Kagan et al. (2010) and the tectonic zone map of the same paper after edits and smoothing were applied to
the maps of corner magnitude and spectral slope, as described in the Scaling the Seismicity Parent Forecast to HighMagnitudes section. Most
spreading ridges have disappeared from this map because their corner magnitudes are less than them 8� threshold. A few active spots remain
where oceanic transform slip is transpressive; because slip partitioning into thrust earthquakes is expected, these regions were assigned to
tectonic zone 4 by Kagan et al. (2010). The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.

Table 1
Global Shallow Earthquake Rates (R), Per Century

Moment Magnitude

Catalog or Model* m 5:767� m 7� m 8� m 9�
ISC-GEM 1918–1976 N/A† 942 80 3
Global CMT 1977–2013 17503 951 65 5
Merged catalogs 1918–2013 N/A† 946 74 4
GEAR1, for 2014+ 17589 1087 92 5
Seismicity, for 2014+ 17647 1043 85 4
Tectonics, for 2014+ 17503 1155 103 6

*ISC-GEM, International Seismological Centre-Global Earthquake
Model; Global CMT, Global Centroid Moment Tensor; and GEAR1,
global earthquake activity rate model 1. Seismicity and Tectonics are
parent forecasts.

†N/A, rate not available (catalog incomplete).
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catalog rates fairly well through thresholds m 7�,m 8�, and
m 9� (Table 1).

There are a number of reasons why GEAR1 will even-
tually be superseded by revised versions (GEARn). Contin-
uing enlargement of the global GPS dataset may eventually
prompt an update of the Tectonics parent component. Also,
an improved hybrid might use a future Tectonics forecast em-
ploying both GPS strain rates and the GEM Faulted Earth and/
or GEM Subduction Sources datasets in a unified kinematic
finite-element deformation model. The extrapolation of the
Seismicity parent forecast to high magnitudes may be revised
or further optimized. Catalog seismicity from before 1977
may eventually be incorporated into the Seismicity parent
forecast. Also, strong seismicity in risk-sensitive parts of the
globe could prompt an update of the Seismicity component,
again leading to a new GEAR model. In any case, long-term-
independent prospective testing of GEAR1, whether super-
seded or not, should have value in verifying the expected
long-term stability of hybrid improvement.

In the CSEP forecast format (XML file), all forecasts
must have defined start and end dates. The forecast start date
and end date for GEAR1 must be chosen by the user and
specified in the GEAR1_parameters.dat file used as input be-
fore the XML file is created. The start date should be no ear-
lier than 1 January 2014 to avoid circularity. All forecast
earthquake counts in each magnitude bin of each spatial cell

will be proportional to the length of the forecast time
window. However, conceptually the time window for this
GEAR1 forecast is 2014+, which is indefinite or open. (This
is why we prefer to display our results as maps of earthquake
rates rather than earthquake counts.)

An important question for future testing and research is,
how long into the future should a forecast of the GEAR type
be trusted? Large earthquakes (especially those in unexpected
places) modify the forecast map of the Seismicity parent fore-
cast and thus of any GEAR forecast; however, after their after-
shocks have died out, it might be a very long time until the next
large earthquake in that area. Thus, it is conceivable that very-
long-term seismicity (e.g., 100 years into the future) might be
overpredicted in some intraplate regions. This is an open ques-
tion, as many previous seismic-hazard models created in other
ways have also anticipated elevated hazard for two or more cen-
turies following famous historic earthquakes. By omitting any
stated expiration date for the current GEAR1 forecast, we do not
mean to guarantee that there is no such date; we only note that
this is a complex question that cannot yet be answered.

Use of GEAR1 for Catastrophe Bonds

GEAR1 can easily be used to calculate the earthquake
magnitude for which there is a 1% (or any) annual probabil-
ity of occurrence in circles of 100 km (or any) radius, and so
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Figure 6. GEAR1 forecast for threshold magnitude m 8� and for years 2014 and after. Conventions as in Figure 2b. Global earthquake
rate is based on equation (9). This map has strong similarities to the parent Seismicity forecast of Figure 5 but also reflects the influence of the
Tectonics parent forecast in its better depiction and resolution of plate-boundary zones, and also the updating of both parent forecasts to the
end of 2013. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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it can be used to estimate the risk of triggering a parametric
catastrophe bond (Franco, 2010) payment based on this cri-
terion. A global map of this type is shown in Figure 7. If the
radius of integration circles were increased, all magnitudes
would rise. Importantly, this map refers to epicentroids, rather
than ends of ruptures, which might or might not extend into a
given integration circle. On the basis of published USGS
procedures, authoritative earthquake centroid locations and
magnitude assignments are routinely reported for global earth-
quakes by the USGS Comprehensive Catalog (ComCat)
within minutes to hours, and these are fixed and finalized six
weeks after the mainshock. Thus, both the estimate of the
likelihood of the trigger and the timely confirmation of its oc-
currence can be fully, unambiguously, and transparently
specified.

GEAR1 could therefore serve as a basis for catastrophe
bonds, in which investors receive a high rate of interest on
their principal until and unless the specified earthquake
strikes, in which case they would lose their principal. A
GEAR-based bond could open the market to earthquake-
threatened developing nations and create new and more diver-
sified opportunities for investors. There could be composite
global bonds, many smaller bonds, or many smaller reinsur-
ance securities customized for the regions of interest to invest-
ors (those taking the risk) and cedants (those reducing their
risk). Ultimately, GEAR1 could be an efficient and transparent
platform for the exchange of financial risk.

Comparison to Regional Forecasts: California

One purpose of this global seismicity model is to provide
first-order estimates of seismicity in regions that lack their
own regional seismic-hazard programs. Another purpose is to
initiate comparisons with detailed national and regional mod-
els created by other methods. Naturally, many seismologists
will regard these comparisons as tests of GEAR1. We advo-
cate a more neutral approach: large differences between
GEAR1 and regional forecasts (if not readily explained by
differences in format or data scope or by simple explanations
based on the temporal limitations of GEAR) should lead to
further investigation of both GEAR1 and these other indepen-
dent forecasts. In any case, future prospective testing of these
competing forecasts should be conducted because of its very
low marginal cost.

Our GEAR1 forecast does not use any database of active
faults. However, many regional models do use fault traces and
sometimes associated slip rates. Thus, one expected difference
is that the GEAR1 forecast is likely to be spatially smoother and
lack sharp maxima along traces of active faults. The Tectonics
parent of the GEAR1 forecast was based on an approximation
(Bird and Kreemer, 2015) that secular strain rates recorded by
GPS (or implied by relative plate rotation) are good proxies for
long-term tectonic strain; however, interseismic elastic strain
accumulation is known to be spatially smoother than eventual
seismic strain release. The Seismicity parent of the GEAR1
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Figure 7. GEAR1 forecast for years 2014 and after, represented as the magnitude (graded scale) that has forecast epicentroid rate of
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figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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forecast is also necessarily smooth because its source catalog
(Global CMT, m 5:767�, 1977–2013) only captures a modest
number of earthquakes in most regions, and these point sources
must be spatially smoothed to provide an optimized forecast of
future seismicity. For example, in the California-centric rectan-
gle defined by limits [126°W ≤ longitude ≤ 114°W] and
[32° N ≤ latitude ≤ 42° N], only 52 such earthquakes have
been recorded by Global CMT. Because of this contrast in res-
olution, it may be most valuable to compare overall seismicity
rates and patterns of low spatial frequency (such as those
obtained by smoothing the detailed regional forecast).

Another expected difference is that many regional
models refer to past earthquakes inferred from analog-
instrumental catalogs, historical catalogs, or paleoseismic
field studies. But GEAR1 uses no data regarding events be-
fore 1977. In the United States, a prominent example is that
the National Seismic Hazard Maps (e.g., Petersen et al.,
2008) show high forecast hazard around the epicenters of
the 1811–1812 earthquakes in the area of New Madrid, Mis-
souri, but GEAR1 does not forecast high seismicity there. In
such cases, a higher forecast seismicity in the regional model
is easily understood, although it is still subject to prospective
testing. However, any difference in which the regional model
projects a lower overall seismicity than GEAR1 should be
investigated; it may be found to depend critically on a ques-
tionable assumption.

Here, we present a brief comparison of GEAR1 to the
UCERF3 of Field et al. (2013), which is widely considered
to be one of the most technically complex regional forecasts.
This model used an expanded database of active faults that is
not limited to faults with measured geologic slip rate. Its logic
tree considered four alternative deformation models, with 70%
total weight on a set of three kinematically self-consistent
deformation models that merged geologic, geodetic, and plate-
tectonic constraints. Also, it simulated the earthquake-rupture
process in detail to include multifault ruptures, creating thou-
sands of virtual catalog realizations, constrained by seismic
catalogs, fault-slip rates from the deformation models, and
geologic recurrence intervals. Both forecasts of long-term epi-
centroid rate density are presented for comparison in Figure 8.
The GEAR1 forecast has been windowed to display only the
area of 7:50 × 1011 m2 that is also covered by UCERF3.

At magnitude threshold m 5:8�, these two forecasts an-
ticipate very similar total earthquake rates: 121 epicentroids/
century in GEAR1 and 126 epicentroids/century in UCERF3.
The UCERF3 forecast has higher spatial variance; if we
divide the spatial standard deviation of each forecast by its
respective mean rate, these relative standard deviations are
155% for GEAR1 but 181% for UCERF3. Consistent with
this, the I0 specificities are 0.896 for GEAR1 (in the Califor-
nia region shown in Fig. 8) but 1.069 for UCERF3. Both
statistics confirm the visual impression that the UCERF3 fore-
cast seismicity is more strongly concentrated along traces of
modeled faults. The correlation coefficient between these two
forecasts is 0.482. However, we also tried smoothing the
UCERF3 forecast and then recomputing correlations of these

smoothed versions of UCERF3 with (unchanged) GEAR1; we
found that the correlation coefficient rises smoothly to a maxi-
mum of 0.625 when the smoothing is done by convolution
with a 2DGaussian bell-curve function of characteristic length
30 km. The specificity of this particular smoothed version of
UCERF3 would drop to 0.608, which is actually below the
local specificity of GEAR1.

At threshold magnitude m 7:0�, the results are similar.
The spatially integrated total rates are 7.64 epicentroids/cen-
tury for GEAR1 and 7.49 epicentroids/century for UCERF3.
The relative standard deviation is stable at 159% for GEAR1
but rises to 224% for UCERF3. Specificity I0 is stable at 0.909
for GEAR1 (in California) but rises to 1.755 for UCERF3.
Both of these statistics indicate an even stronger concentration
of UCERF3 seismicity on modeled faults at threshold m 7�.
The correlation coefficient between the two models is 0.462,
but this rises to a peak of 0.600 when the UCERF3 model is
smoothed using a characteristic length of 25 km; this same
amount of smoothing would also lower the UCERF3 speci-
ficity to 1.024, which is not much more than the local speci-
ficity of GEAR1.

Thus, these two forecasts have strong similarities, but
the UCERF3 forecast provides a sharper focus because it
was based on traces of known active faults, whereas GEAR1
was not. The ideal level of forecast smoothness is currently
uncertain and needs to be tested and optimized in future pro-
spective experiments. A formal prospective test of all recent
California forecasts, also including those of Marzocchi et al.
(2012), Hiemer et al. (2013), and Rhoades et al. (2013,
2014), would be valuable, even though a lengthy duration
(e.g., 50 to ∼200 years) will probably be required for con-
clusive ranking of all these models.

It is worth noting that the plausibility of GEAR1 seen in
this California comparison may depend strongly on the very
widespread and precise network of GPS observations in the
region, which both models incorporate, although in different
ways. Unless both of these forecasts are contradicted by fu-
ture seismicity, this comparison leaves an impression that
geodetic observation may partially substitute for full knowl-
edge of active fault locations and rates, at least for applica-
tions in which the precise locations of future ruptures are not
required.

Conclusions and Prospects

This project has succeeded in merging disparate long-term
seismicity models into testable global forecasts of long-term
shallow seismicity and has made a start on testing them retro-
spectively. We find that multiplicative blends of smoothed seis-
micity and tectonic forecasts outperform linear blends. The
improvement in information score is large and quite unlikely
to be due to one-time random fluctuations in seismicity. It is
encouraging that our preferred model, though chosen for its
improved performance in forecasting catalog years 2005–
2012, also outperforms previous methods in forecasting cata-
log years 1918–1976. Furthermore, a local comparison to the
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recent UCERF3 long-term forecast in California shows that
both anticipate the same overall earthquake rates, with the map
pattern of our GEAR1 model closely resembling a smoothed
version of the map pattern of UCERF3.

In the near future, this GEAR1 forecast will be submitted
for independent prospective testing at CSEP; preliminary
results should be available after only one year of testing be-
cause of its global scope. Assuming success similar to that
we have seen retrospectively, others may wish to build rup-
ture models and seismic-hazard models based on GEAR1 by
supplementing its maps of epicentroid rate density with spe-
cific fault sources (where known) or focal mechanisms (else-
where), with rupture depths and extents, and with attenuation
relations. It will be important to add supplemental data (and/
or assumptions) about the depths of shallow ruptures;
GEAR1 has made no distinctions between earthquakes within
its depth range of 0 to ∼70 km because of the limitations of
available test catalogs; however, a rupture model built from
GEAR1 would need to be more precise. It will also be im-
portant to make policy decisions regarding whether historical
and/or paleoseismic events (like those around New Madrid,
Missouri, in the United States) should result in locally
elevated model hazard, despite the absence of complete and

consistent global databases of historical and/or paleoseismic
events and the absence of rigorous prospective testing of re-
lated hypotheses. Another possibility for future development
is that the availability of transparent estimates of the occur-
rence of large shallow earthquakes in specific local regions
could contribute to greater trade in parametric catastrophe
bonds. Looking beyond GEAR1 to potential future versions,
there is an opportunity for further improvement by incorpo-
rating seismic catalog years before 1977 into the smoothed
seismicity parent forecast and by incorporating new geodetic
data and revised plate models into the tectonic parent forecast.

Data and Resources

The source code and data files used to create the Tecton-
ics parent forecast were described by Bird and Kreemer
(2015). These same data files are needed to compute the global
earthquake activity rate model 1 (GEAR1) hybrid model, al-
though the application code is different. Ⓔ These file names
are listed in the small parameter file GEAR1_parameters.dat
(available in the electronic supplement to this article).

The only dataset used to compute the Seismicity parent
forecast was the Global Centroid Moment Tensor catalog.Ⓔ
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Figure 8. Comparison of (a) GEAR1 long-term epicentroid rate densities in the California region at threshold magnitude m 5:8� and
(b) the branch-weighted mean time-independent seismicity forecast Uniform California Earthquake Rupture Forecast Version 3 (UCERF3)
by Field et al. (2013) at the same threshold. The GEAR1 forecast has been windowed to match the area covered by UCERF3. The UCERF3
forecast has not been smoothed for this figure, although smoothing is discussed in the Comparison to Regional Forecasts: California section.
Statistics of the comparison are presented in the text. The color version of this figure is available only in the electronic edition.
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We provide this parent forecast, for years 2014 and after, as
the large ASCII table file GL_HAZTBLT_M5_B2_2013.
TMP (available in the electronic supplement, in a compressed
format).

Ⓔ Our GEAR1 forecast is provided in the form of
FORTRAN 90 source code in GEAR1_for_CSEP.f90, avail-
able in the electronic supplement to this article. This is an
extension and expansion of program SHIFT_GSRM2f_
for_CSEP.f90, described and published by Bird and Kreemer
(2015). A compiled 64-bit executable for Windows is avail-
able from the first author. This program will produce an
∼3:7 GB file containing a global grid of 0:1° × 0:1° cells,
with forecast shallow seismicity of each cell divided into
31 magnitude bins ranging from m � 6:00	 0:05 in steps
of 0.10 up to the final open-ended bin m 8:95�, in the XML
format required by Collaboratory for the Study of Earth-
quake Predictability (CSEP). Utility program XML_2_GRD,
available from the website of the first author, can be used to
extract a spatial grid for any desired threshold magnitude
from m 5:75� to m 9:15�. Another utility program, extrac-
t_regional_GRD, can be used to extract a rectangular subre-
gion at the same threshold magnitude. The GRD file format
is documented at http://peterbird.name/guide/grd_format
.htm (last accessed February 2015); this website also pro-
vides a mapping tool (NeoKineMap) and two forecast-
scoring tools (Kagan_2009_GJI_I_scores and pseudoCSEP)
that work with this GRD file format and which were used in
this study to create maps and tables, respectively.
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